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ENTRAINMENT OF FREQUENCY IN SINGULARLY PERTURBED SYSTEMS

Jane Cronin
ABSTRACT. Conditions are obtained to insure the existence of entrainment of
frequency under the following constraints: (i) the difference between the forcing
frequency and the natural frequency is not small; (ii) the forcing term is not
small; (iii) the amplitude of the entrained oscillations is required to be almost the
same as the amplitude of the natural frequency oscillations. Such entrainment of
frequency occurs in electrically active cells; for example, the Purkinje fiber has a
natural frequency of oscillation but is affected by periodic pacemaker impulses.
It is shown that classes of singularly perturbed differential equations (Lienard
equations), where the natural oscillation is a relaxation oscillation, satisfy the
derived conditions.

1. Introduction
Entrainment of frequency has been observed in physical systems for centuries and has
been studied mathematically for over a hundred years. The phenomenon can be described as follows: suppose a periodic force is impressed upon a physical system which
has a natural frequency of oscillation and that the natural frequency is different from
the frequency of the impressed force. If the system then oscillates with the frequency
of the impressed force, we say that entrainment of frequency occurs. The classical
mathematical study, which was initiated in the work of Poincare [30], is concerned
with the case in which the difference between the frequency of the forcing term and
the natural frequency is small and the forcing term itself is small. A large number of
studies of this kind, motivated by problems in sound, celestial mechanics, and electrical circuit theory, have been made. For descriptions of this work and summaries of
earlier publications, see Roseau [31, 32], Malkin [23], Minorsky [24, 25], Leimanis and
Minorsky [19], Coddington and Levinson [8], Hale [15, 16], and Cronin [11].
It has long been known (see van der Pol and van der Mark [35]) that entrainment
of frequency may occur in which the difference between the frequency of the forcing
term and the natural frequency is large, the forcing term is not small and yet the
amplitude of the entrained oscillation will be almost the same as the amplitude of
the natural frequency oscillation. Straightforward inspection shows that the classical
mathematical study is not applicable in such cases. However, as we will see, entrainment of frequency of the kind described by van der Pol and van der Mark does occur
in mathematical models which are singularly perturbed.
It is important to study problems of this kind because many mathematical models
in mechanics, electrical circuits, and biology are singularly perturbed differential equations. In particular, quantitative studies of biological cells often yield mathematical
models that are singularly perturbed systems. The original Hodgkin-Huxley equations
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(Hodgkin and Huxley [17]), which model a nerve cell, are singularly perturbed equations. Many other quantitative studies have been made in which mathematical models
analogous to the Hodgkin-Huxley equations are derived. These include models of the
myelinated nerve (Prankenhaeuser and Huxley [14]), the striated muscle fiber (Adrian
and Peachey [2]), components of the mammalian heart (Noble [27, 28], McAllister et
al. [22], Beeler and Renter [3], Yanagihara et al. [36], DiFrancesco and Noble [12],
Noble and Noble [29]), and neuronal networks (Traub and Miles [34]). The question
of entrainment of frequency of the type described above arises in the study of such
models. For example, such entrainment occurs in the cardiac Purkinje fiber whose
frequency of oscillation is governed by pacemaker impulses.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate conditions under which entrainment of
frequency of the kind described by van der Pol and van der Mark occurs and is stable.
We will describe such conditions and then show that they are satisfied by a class of
singularly perturbed equations. In Section 2, we use the Poincare method to study
locally the periodic perturbation of an autonomous system. That is, we assume that
the n-vector equation

has a solution x(t) of period T, and we investigate the equation
dx
— =f(X)

+ flg(t^)

(E-P)

where /x is a small positive parameter and g(t, fi) has period T(/x) where T(/x) is a
differentiable function of /i with T(0) = T. We want to determine if, for sufficiently
small /i, the perturbed equation has a solution of period T(fi) and is near x(t). This
problem is a special case of the general class of problems that can be studied by
using the Poincare method. For a complete development of the Poincare method, see
Roseau [31] and, for many applications, see Roseau [32]. The problem we study in
Section 2 is a special case of the discussion in Roseau [31, Chapitre 18, especially
pp. 247-250]. The method used here is particularly adapted for practical calculations
which are needed in later sections of this paper.
It should be noted that the problem studied in Roseau [31, Chapitre 18] was studied
earlier and in detail by J. Haag. For references to Haag's work, see [31, p. 251].
In Section 3, we study the continuation of the local problem considered in Section
2. That is, we allow the parameter fi to take all values in the interval [0,1]. To obtain
the results in Sections 2 and 3, we introduce various hypotheses, and in Section 4
we discuss the significance and weight of these hypotheses. Some of the hypotheses
are simple or technical, but a couple of the hypotheses are strong, and we would not
expect them to be satisfied in the general case.
In Section 5, we consider Equation (E) with the additional hypothesis that it is
a singularly perturbed equation. We will show that a class of singularly perturbed
equations (Lienard equations) satisfy the assumptions introduced in Sections 2 and 3
and hence have solutions which describe the entrainment of frequency first obtained
by van der Pol and van der Mark. The proof that the assumptions introduced in
Sections 2 and 3 are satisfied is obtained by using a geometric construction in the
phase space. Roughly speaking, this construction in the two-dimensional case is an
annulus which contains the orbit of the periodic solution x(t) of Equation (E). This
annulus has the property that every orbit of (E) which intersects the boundary of
the annulus enters the annulus. (The annulus is an inflowing invariant manifold with
boundary.) Such constructions have long been known for classes of two-dimensional
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autonomous systems (see Flanders and Stoker [13], LaSalle [18], and Stoker [33]). The
construction has been extended to two-dimensional systems with large nonautonomous
perturbations by Aboufadel [1], and we use a version of his result to show that the
assumptions in Sections 2 and 3 are satisfied. In Section 6, the stability properties of
the solutions are discussed.
The class of differential equations discussed in Section 5 is intended primarily as
an example to illustrate application of the theory. It serves as a guide to further
applications in that it shows that essentially all that is necessary for such applications
is the construction of an annulus or, in higher dimensional cases, a tube with the
properties described above. This is a considerably simpler procedure than to try
to apply the general theory of singularly perturbed systems as described, e.g., in
Mishchenko and Rozov [26] or the procedure used by N. Levinson [20]. The largest
advantage of using such a construction is that direct study of the turning points is
avoided. As shown in [26] and [20], the analytic approach to the study of solutions in
the neighborhood of a turning point is complicated (to put it kindly). Moreover, if
the geometric construction can be carried out, the sought-after solutions turn out to
have desirable global stability properties. In a later paper, we will apply our theory
to a four-dimensional model of the Purkinje fiber, in which there are two singular
perturbation parameters, and indicate how the same kind of approach is suitable for
other models of electrically active cells.
It should be pointed out that Cartwright and Littlewood [4, 5, 6, 21] made an extensive study of a nonlinear second-order equation which stemmed from work of van
der Pol on radio circuit theory. In this remarkable series of papers, Cartwright and
Littlewood studied a nonlinear equation with a forcing term for a wide range of values
of several parameters. One of these parameters (the parameter k) is studied for large
as well as small values. If k is large, the equation can be rewritten as a singularly
perturbed system. However, the singularly perturbed system that is obtained is of a
more complicated form than the equation we study. The basic cause of this complication lies in the kind of discontinuous solution that must be used in the study. In our
equations, the simple definition of discontinuous solution (see Mishchenko and Rozov
[26]) can be used, but in the singularly perturbed system obtained from Cartwright
and Littlewood if k is large, it would be necessary to use the more complicated version
of discontinuous solution developed by N. Levinson [20].
2. Local nonautonomous perturbation of an autonomous system
We consider the system

where x € Rn, F: Rn -> Mn, and F <E C3(Rn), and we assume that (1) has a solution
XQ(S) of period T. Let G(s,/x) be continuously differentiable on a bounded open set
which contains R x [—1,1] and G(s,//) have as its range a subset of W1. Suppose also
that G has period T(/x) as a function of 8, i.e., for all. s,
G(* + rO*),/x) = G(s,/z)
where T^JL) is a continuously differentiable function of (i and T(0) = T. Assume also
that G(s,0) = 0 for all s. The problem is to determine if, for sufficiently small |/x|,
the equation
g = F(x) + G(S,M)

(2)
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has a solution of period T(//) which is "near", in some sense, to the solution Xo(s)
of (1). In order to solve this problem, we apply the Poincare method (see Roseau [31,
Chapitre 18]).
First we reduce the equation to a problem involving only solutions of period T. Let
or

TM

s =

2>h

Then
TQM)

G(*,Ai) = G

t,n

and, for each jU, the function G[-^ t, fi] has, as a function of t, the period T.
Rewriting (2) in terms of the variable £, we have
dx _ dxds _ dxT(fi) _ T{ii) f
dt
dsdt
ds T
T \'W

+ Ur

•*,^

or
dx _ T(M)
dt~T

F{x) + G

Tin)

*,M

}•

(3)

(Note that if /i = 0, (3) becomes (1).) Denote G[^-t,fi] by gfa/j,). Then (3)
becomes
dx _ r(^)
-[F(x)+g(tlli)]i
(4)
dt ~ '
and our question becomes, to determine if, for given /z with |^| sufficiently small, (4)
has a solution of period T which is "near" the solution £o(s) of (!)•
Since Xo{s) is a solution of (1), then with a change of notation of the independent
variable from s to t, we may write
dxo

dt

= FiMt)}.

(5)

If xit) is a solution of (4), let
xit) — xoit) = fiuit,fi).

(5a)

Subtracting (5) from (4), we have
du
~di

l

F[x\ - F[xo] + TO*)

FW + ^-git^)-

(6)

Let the components of F, x, u be
F = (F1,...,Fn),
X — \X\) . . . , Xn)j

U= («!,...,«„),
and let Fx(x) denote the matrix [ff-Kz)]- Then we have
F[x] - F[xo) = F{x0 + H - F[a;o] =

[^(XQ)]^]

2

+

2!

+ <V),

E

a^

dxidx. («o) [«i][«i ''"'2!

dxidxj

(xo^Uilluj
(7)
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and, dividing (6) by /x, we may write (6) as:
du
= [Fx(xo)][u]+iin2(t,u)ii2n3(t,u,fji)
dt
1 T(fi)

+

F{x0 + fiu) + ±'^P-g(t,ii)

(8)

where T^ has period T as a function of t and /x37^3(t,^,/x) is the remainder term
denoted by 0(/z3) in (7). The expression 1lz(t,u,ii) also has period T as a function
oft.
Let lA(t) be the fundamental matrix of
u= [Fx{x0))u

(9)
such that U(G) = /, the identity matrix, and let u(t, /i) be a solution of (8) with initial
value
By the variation of constants formula,
nt

U(t- S) I^2(5, U) + M2^3(5, U, //)

l^ ll) = [W(t)]wo +

+

1

TOO

5(« ,M)} rfs.

F(xo + /xw) +

ML

(10)

A necessary and sufficient condition that w(t, /x) have period T is
tt(T, /x) - 7/(0, //) = u(T, H)-UQ

=

0.

(11)

Substituting from (10) into (11), we have
[W(T) - /]«o + J li(T - s)Lll2(s,u) + tj,2n3(s,u,ti)
F(xo + /i«) + - ^^3(s,>M)
/x) J-c
}-ds = 0
In order to find a periodic solution u(t,ii), we must solve (12) for
of ^.
From the hypotheses on T(/x), we may write

UQ

(12)

as a function

1
TOO
-1
[/j,k(ii)]
T
Tl
where k(fi) is a continuous function of fi. By the hypotheses on G(s, /x), we may write
g(t, /i) = n]j(t, fi)
where f(t,^) is continuous in (t,/x) and has period T as a function of t. Hence (12)
can be written as
[U(T) - I] uo + / ZY(r - s) j/xftaM + ^n3(s,ufi)
+ ^-Fixo + fm) + ^M^Ads = 0.

(13)

Since £/(0) = 7, the characteristic multipliers of [^(XQ)] are the eigenvalues of the
real constant matrix G -U(T). But the periodic function ^ is a solution of (9).
Hence [i^^o)] has at least one characteristic multiplier equal to 1, i.e., U{T) has at
least one eigenvalue equal to 1.
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Assumption 1. The eigenvalue 1 oiU(T) has algebraic multiplicity 1.
If we apply the classical procedure to solving (13) for UQ as a function of /i, it
follows from Assumption 1 that the problem can be reduced to solving a single scalar
bifurcation equation,
(1

B(U 0 \IJL) = 0

where

^Q

is a scalar component of UQ. Also the bifurcation equation with /x = 0, i.e.,

is quadratic in UQ . If this quadratic equation has two distinct real roots, it follows
by application of the Implicit Function Theorem that (13) has two distinct real solutions UQ for each /i such that |^| is sufficiently small. If the quadratic equation has
complex roots, then (13) has no real solutions UQ if \fjb\ is sufficiently small. If the
quadratic equation has a real root of multiplicity two, then a finer investigation must
be undertaken.
The difficulty in applying these results to a specific case is that the computation of
the coefficients in the quadratic equation may be practically difficult. To avoid this
complication, we impose conditions on the growth of T(/z) and g(t, ji) which guarantee
that the quadratic equation has a simple form. Since at this stage we are concerned
only with the local problem (|/x| sufficiently small), these hypotheses do not present a
complication.
Assumption 2. If |/i| is sufficiently small,
T(/X)-T =

3
M

MM)

where h{n) is a differentiable function of /x.
Assumption 3. If |/x| is sufficiently small,
9{t,ii) = n2g(t,ii)
where g has period T as a function of t and is differentiable in (t,/x).
Using Assumptions 2 and 3, we now make a detailed analysis of equation (8).
By Assumption 1, it follows that there exists a real constant nonsingular matrix P
such that
P-1{U(T)}P.

1
0

0
D

where D is a real constant (n — 1) x (n — 1) matrix such that no eigenvalue of D equals
1. Let ?/o ^ P"1^ or
^o = Pyo
, and make the change of variables u = Py in (8). Thus, (8) becomes, with Assumptions 2 and 3,
P

§ = [Fx^o)}Py + ^n2(t,Py) + fi21Z3(t1Py^)
+ T- 1fi2h{fjL)F{xo + ^Py) + fig(t, p).

(14)
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Substituting ^o = Py0 into (12) and using Assumptions 2 and 3, we have
[U(T)-I]Pyo+ f U(T - s)Un2(s,u) + ^Tlsis^u^)
+ T-ln2h{v)F{xQ + iiu) + lJ^r-g{s, /i) \ds = 0

(15)

where u now denotes Py(s,yQ,/j,) and y(s,yQ,fj,) is the solution of (14) such that
y(0,2/o 5 AO — 2/0- Thus our problem has become that of solving (15) for yo as a function
of fi. Multiplying (15) on the left by P-1, we obtain
[p-1U{T)P-I)yo+ [ p-1W(r-5){
Jo
or, from the definition of P, we have:
0

JD-I

Vo +

l

■■■

P IU T

~

...

^ -S){

}ds = 0

}ds =

0

(16)

where / now denotes the (n — 1) x (n — 1) identity matrix.
Now let
2/0 = [VU 2/2, ••. , Vn] ,
iT1 •

and let Pn-i be the projection of [yi, 2/2, • • , 2/n ]
application of Pn_i to (16) yields

into [2/2,

2/n ] • An

2/2

(25-/)

:

+Pn-1 / P"1^(r-5)|^2(5,^)+/i2^3(s,^M)

+ T^^hi^Fixo + jm) + M^g(5,M)|d3 = 0.

(17)

At // = 0, (17) has the solution [2/2, . •. , 2/n]T = 0Lemma 1. There exist a neighborhood Nn-i in E71-1 of [2/2? • • • , 2/n] = 0; « neighborhood Np of /J, = 0, and a bounded open set F C M swc/i ^Zia^ z/
(2/i,//)GPx7V/z,
i/ien (17) /ias a unique solution (2/2,..., 2/n) ^wc/i ^Zia^
(2/2,..., 2/n) G JVn_i.
T/ie solution (2/2, •.., 2/n) can fee represented by
2/2 = M#i»M)>

2/n = hniVufj)
where hj(yi,/jJ), j = 2,..., n, /ias P x A^ as zte domain.
Proof The proof is a straightforward application of the Implicit Function Theorem as
follows. First, let F be the closure of a bounded open set F in R. Then there exists
/i > 0 and Ny, a bounded open neighborhood of 0 € Wl~1 such that if |/i| < /2 and
(2/2, ...,yn) € Ny and 2/1 6 P, then, if
2/o = (2/1,2/2,..-, 2/n),
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it follows that the solution y(s,yo)ti>) of (14) is defined for all s G [0,T]. (This follows from the fact that yis^yo^O), as a solution of a linear homogeneous system with
constant coefficients, is defined for all s G [0,T] and from the continuity in /x of
2/(s, 2/05 M)-) Note that if F and JV^ are selected first, then the bound ft on \/JL\ may be
taken independent of yo € Fi x Ny.
If fi = 0, yj = 0 for j = 2,... ,n, and yi G F, then (17) is satisfied. That is,
H = 0, yi = yi, yj — 0 (j = 2,... ,n) is an initial solution of (17). Since {D — I) is
nonsingular, it follows that the Implicit Function Theorem can be applied to solve for
y2i - • • 5 Vn in terms of yi and fi near this initial solution. This completes the proof of
Lemma 1.
□
Remark. Note that for all yi G F, we have
^1,0) = 0

0" = 2,...,n).

Now to solve (12) or, equivalently, (16), we solve (17) as described in Lemma 1 and
substitute that solution into the first equation of (16). If we let Pi be the projection
of (2/1..., yn) into yi, then the first equation of (16) is
rT

Pi / P^UiT - s)Ln2(s,u) + ii2n3(s,u,Li)
+ T-1ii2h{ii)F(x() + nu) + ti-^-g(s, fi) \ds = 0

(18)

where, as noted before, u denotes Py(t,yo,n) and y^.yo^) is the solution of (14)
such that y(0,2/o,A0 = 2/0Substituting the solution obtained in Lemma 1 means that in (18), yo becomes
{yuh2(yuii),...,hn(y1,ti)).

(19)

Now we must solve (18) for yi as a function of fi. Dividing (18) by /x and setting /1 = 0
in the resulting equation, we have as the bifurcation equation with /J, = 0

rT

P1 / p-lU(T-s){n2{s,u)+g(s,0)}ds = 0
(20)
Jo
where u now denotes Py(s1yo10) and Py(s,yo,0) is the solution of (9) such that

P2/(0,2/o,0) = P
0
(since hj(yi,0) = 0 for j = 2,..., n). If P = [pij], then
P11"
P21

"2/1"

0
= 2/1

_0_

Pnl_

Hence

Py(s,yoi0) = yiU(s)

Pll
P21
Pnl
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Substituting this expression into (20) and using the form of IZ2 (s,u) given explicitly
in (7), we obtain
Ay21+B = 0
where
Ay21=P1 f P-1U(T- s)n2(s,Py(s,yo,0))ds
Jo

^P1J P-lU{T- sfaUyMs)

ds

and
B = P1[ P^UiT - s)g(s,0)d8.
Jo
Assumption 4. — ^ > 0.
From Assumption 4, it follows that (20) has two real nonzero solutions: yi = K and
-I In

yi = —K
-K where K = (—
(-|
^)
by the left side of (20), i.e.,

. Let

MQ

denote the mapping from M into R defined

Then if A > 0 [< 0], it follows that
dMo
iK)>0
dyi

[<0]

and
dM0
(-K)<0
dyi

[>0].

Thus, (K, 0) is an initial solution of (18) after (18) is divided by ^, and we may apply
the Implicit Function Theorem to solve for yi as a function of fi in a neighborhood of
(K, 0). A similar conclusion holds for (—K, 0).
Summarizing the discussion in this section, we have:
Theorem 1. If Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 4 hold and if \fi\ is sufficiently small, say \fi\ <
Ho, then (2) has two solutions x(t,ii) andx(t,fi), each with period T(fi), where x(t,[i)
and x(t,n) depend continuously on /J, and
lim x(t,fi) = £o(£),

fi—>o

lim x(t,fx) = Xo(t)
where the convergence is uniform for t € [0, T].
Conventional arguments show that if all the eigenvalues of U(T) which are different
from 1 have absolute value less than 1, then one of the periodic solutions given by
Theorem 1 is asymptotically stable and the other is unstable.
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Remarks concerning Assumption 4. 1. Since equation (1) is autonomous, then
xo(t + 5), where 6 is a real constant, is also a solution of (1) with period T. We have
^(t + S) = F{x0(t + S)}.

(i)

Letting
x(t + 6)= xo(t + S) + fjLu(t 4- 5, AO,
we seek a solution x(t + 8) of period T of the equation

ftx(t + S) = ^P-{F[x(t + 6)} + fait, /i)}.

(ii)

Let r = t + 5. Then equations (i) and (ii) become
dr-(r)

= F[xo(r)]

and

^(r) = ^M{FWr)]+^(r-5,M)}.
Thus we have the same problem as earlier except that the phase of the forcing
term is changed by 8. The coefScient A remains the same, but the sign of B may be
changed (e.g., if g(t, 0) = sin t, then if 8 = TT, we have
g(t — 7r,0) = sin(t —

TT)

= — sint = —g(t,0)).

Thus we may replace Assumption 4 by the following assumption. There exist real
numbers 8i and 82 such that for t £ [0,T],
g(t + 8u0) = -g(t + 82),
or, more generally, coefficient B has different signs for the two forcing terms g(£ + <5i, 0)
and g(t -f 52,0).
2. If A = 0 and B ^ 0, then if |/x| is sufficiently small, (18) has no solution yi, and
hence (2) has no periodic solutions of period T(/i) which are near XQ(S). TO proceed
further with the analysis, it would be necessary to replace Assumption 2 by
T(fi) - T = lJ?h(ii)

or

iih(ii)

where h(0) 7^ 0, or replace Assumption 3 by
g(t,ii) = /z0(*,/x)
where g{t,ii) i=- 0. Then the bifurcation equation with /i = 0 would be a more
complicated equation than
Ay\ + B = 0.
But the more complicated equation might have real solutions.
3. If A = 0 and B = 0, then (18) can be divided by /x2, and a finer higher-order
investigation must be undertaken.
4. If A / 0 and J5 = 0, then the procedure immediately before Theorem 1 breaks
down because we obtain
dyi

dyiK

In this case, one reasonable course is to change G(5, /z) slightly so that B ^ 0.
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3. Continuation of the perturbation
In Section 2, it was shown that if |/x| is sufficiently small, then the equation
^ = F(x) + G(s,n)

(2)

has a solution of period T(^) which is near the given periodic solution xo(s) of

!-*,).

(!)

Our goal is to obtain a solution of period T(/z) for all fi G [0,1]. To obtain this result,
we use
Assumption 5. There exists a positive constant C such that if /x e [0,1] and
is a periodic solution of period T(^) of (2), then for s G [0,T(/x)]

X(S,IJL)

(In other words, there is an a priori bound on periodic solutions of (2) with // € [0,1].)
Lemma 2. Suppose Assumption 5 holds and suppose that a solution x(t,fi) of period
T of (4) is defined for
where fii is a constant such that Jii < 1, and x(t,ii) is continuous in n, uniformly for
te [0,T]. Then
lim [x(t,ii)/te [0,T]]
exists and is a solution x(t,fi) of period T of

f = ^[F{x)+g{t^i)]-

(21)

(Equation (21) is (4) with ^ = /2i.)
Proof, First we use Assumption 5 to show that the set of periodic solutions {x(t, /x)//x
< /Zi}, given by hypothesis, converges uniformly on [0, T] as /z T Mi to a function £(£).
To show this, it is sufficient to prove that the set {x(i,/x)//x < /2i} satisfies a Cauchy
condition uniformly on [0,T] as // j /xi. That is, it is sufficient to prove that e > 0
implies there exists 6 > 0 such that if
0 < pi - fii < 6,
0 < /Zi - fi2 < 6,
and

then
|a(t,^2) -z(£,/zi)| <£.
Using the notation introduced earlier (see (5a)), we have
\x(t, fJL2) - X(t, [iJl = \xo(t) + Il2u(t, to) - Xo(t) - faufa fa)]
= \ll2u(t,H2) - fliu(t, fli)\
< \fl2u(t, to) - tou(t,lJ'2)+ Viufa to) - fliu(t,to)\
< \to - iJ>i\\y>(t,to)\ + iJ>i\u(t,to)-v<(tiiJ<i)\'

(22)
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From Assumption 5, it follows that there exists a constant Ci > 0 such that for all
/z</2i,

max \u(t,
te[o,T]1

LL)\

< Ci.

Since u(t,fi) is continuous in /JL, uniformly for t G [0,T], then (22) yields the desired
Cauchy condition, and therefore the set {x{x,n)/ii < /2i} converges uniformly on
[0,T] as ii t /2i to a function £(£). Since the convergence is uniform in £, the function
x(t) is continuous for t G [0,T]. Also the expression
^[F{x(t,n)) + ~g{t,n)],
which is the right-hand side of (4) with x = x(t,ii), converges uniformly for t G [0,T]
to

-[F(x(t))+g{tM.

T
But the left-hand side of (4) with x = x(t,/jL)
;(*,//) is
r

d_
-x(t,ij).

If

Thus {^a:(t,/x)} converges to ^x(t). Thus £(t) is a solution of (21).
Finally, we must prove that x(t) has period T. Since each x(t,ii) has period T,
then for each ^,
x(0,/z) = *(?».
Hence
£(0) = x(r).

(23)

Since g(T,fii) has period T and since x(t) is a solution of (21), then (23) implies that
x(t) has period T, This completes the proof of Lemma 2.
□
Our next step is to show that a periodic solution can be obtained for fj, > fii. We
consider

*L

=

I<£+Q{F{x) + §itifil + iP)}

(24)

where 6 > 0. By Lemma 2, if 6 = 0 then (24) has the solution x(t, pi) = x(t) of period
T, That is,
^(t,Mi) = ^{F[^,/2i)]+^/ii)}.

(25)

Suppose x(t) is a solution of (24) and let
x(t) = x(t,p,i) + 6u(t,6).

(26)

Substituting (26) in (24) and subtracting (25) from that result, we obtain (after division by 6)

t = {^W)]}« + «[-]

(27)

where the terms in the brackets [ • • • ] are differentiable functions of t, u, 6 and have
period T in the variable t.
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Lemma 3. // the characteristic multipliers of

are all different from 1, then there exists for sufficiently small 8 > 0 a solution u(t,6)
of (27) of period T, and

uniformly in t G [0, T].
Proof. Lemma 3 is a special case of the classical Poincare theorem, see Coddington
and Levinson [8, Chapter 14].
□
We impose the following assumption.
Assumption 6. The characteristic multipliers of the matrix
-Fx[x(t)]
are all different from 1.
From the derivation of (27) and Lemma 3, it follows that (2) has a solution of
period T(^) for /z G (pi,pi + <$o) where 6o is a (small) positive number.
Now we consider a hypothesis weaker than Assumption 6.
Assumption 6a. The matrix
T(Ai)

Fx[x(t)}

has one characteristic multiplier equal to 1 and with algebraic multiplicity 1. All the
other characteristic multipliers are different from 1.
In this case we proceed as in the derivation of (15). We consider
dx _ T(fii + 62)]
{F(x)+g(t,il1 + 82)}
(28)
~di~
T
where 8 > 0. If 8 = 0, (28) has the solution x(t,p.i) — x(t) of period T. That is,
^a:(t,Ai) = ^{^(*,Ai)]+fl(*,/ii)}.

(29)

Suppose x(t) is a solution of (28), and let
x(t) = x(t, pi) + Suit, 6) = x(t) + Suit, S).
Substituting (30) in (28) and subtracting (29) from that result, we obtain

+

82 + 0(83)
'Tail)
T
T ^(*,Ai) + ^5(«,Mi)
[Fx(x)}8u +
i

n

-Y

■F[x]82 +
T
1 n
d2F1
ix) UiUj, ..., - 2^
dxidxj

+ ^SMfcPO + ^Wl)

d2Fn
(x)
dxidxj

(52 + 0(53),

(30)
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or, dividing by 6, we obtain
dt

l J

T

2T

SPFtf)

E

dxidxj

d2Fn(x)
dxidxj j

UjU

+ 6(H(t)) + 0(62)
(31)
where

ff(*) = ^^] + ^M'.Ai) + ^5(*,Ai),

(31a)

0{8'2) = 62K(6,t,u),
H(t) has period T, if (6, f, u) has, as a function of t, period T, and K is also a function
of u.
Let V(£) be the fundamental matrix of
n=

-[Fx(£(t))]u

such that V(0) = /, the identity matrix, and let u(t,ii) be a solution of (31) with
initial value
u(0,/z) = woFor convenience, denote

E

2T

d^x)
dxidxj

UiUj

,->E

a2Fn(x)
dxidxj

UiUj

by Q2M).
By the variation of constants formula,

A necessary and sufficient condition that u(t, fi) have period T is
u(T, ji) - u{0, fi) = u(T, fi)-uo = 0.

(33)

Substituting from (32) into (33), we have
(V(T)-i>o+ / V(T-s){6Q2(s,u) + 8H(s) + 62K{6,s,u)}ds = 0.

Jo

(33a)

By Assumption 6a, there exists a real nonsingular matrix P such that
1

0

p-1{v(r)}p = 0 V

(34)

where T> is a real constant (n — 1) x (n — 1) matrix such that no eigenvalue of V equals
1.
Let yo — P-1^ or
uo = Pyo

(35)

and make the change of variables u — Py in (31). Then (31) becomes
s<*ff
dt

T(Ai)-F [x]Py + 5Q (i, Py) + «ir(t) + 82K{8, t, Py).
x
2

(36)
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Substituting from (35) into (33a) and multiplying on the left by P-1, we have
[P-1 V(T)P - I\yo + / P"1 V(T - s){6Q2(s, u) + SH(s) + 62K{6,5, u)}ds = 0
Jo
(37)
where u now denotes Py(t,yo,6) and y(s,yo,fjJ) is the solution of (36) such that
y(0,yo5^) ::= yo- Thus our problem becomes that of solving (37) for yo as a function of fi. Applying (34) to (37), we have
0

0

+ /TP-1V(T-*){...} ds = 0.
0 V-I yo Jo

(37a)

Now in a manner exactly paralleling Lemma 1, we may solve the last (n — 1) equations
of (37a) to solve for 2/2»• • • ? 2/n in terms of 2/1, 5 for 5 in a neighborhood of 5 = 0 and
yi in a bounded open set of real numbers. We obtain
Vj = hj(yiis)i

J = 2,...,n,

hj(yi,0) = 0,

j = 2,...,n.

(38)

and

Substituting (38) into the first equation of (37a) and dividing by (5, we have
V(T - s){Q2(s, u) + i?(s) + MiTft s, u)}rfs = 0

Pi

(39)

JO

where Pi is, as earlier, the projection of (2/1,... ,2/n) into 2/1- Now let <5 = 0 in (39).
Then
u = Py(s,yo,0)
where y(t, 2/0,0) is the solution of (36) with 6 = 0. That is, y(t, 2/0,0) is the solution of
;dy
r(/2i)
Fx[x}Py.
P— =
dt
T
By (38), since 5 = 0,

2/o =

Thus P[2/(t, 2/o,0)] is the solution of

HF^Msuch that

Py(0,yo,0) = P
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If P = \pij], then

V

PU"

0

P21

= yi

_o_

Vnl_

Hence

Py(s,y0,0) = y1V(s)

P21

(40)

Pnl,

Substituting from (40) into (39) with 8 = 0, we obtain
Ayl + B = 0.
Assumption 6b. -^ > 0.
From Assumption 6b, it follows that (39) with 5 = 0 has two real nonzero solutions.
Hence, by the same arguments used for the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain
Lemma 4. If 8 > 0 is sufficiently small, then (28) has two solutions of period T
which depend continuously on 8 and converge as 8 —> 0 (uniformly in t € [0, T] ) to
x(t,p,i) -x(t).
Inspection of (39) and (40) shows that
Pn

A = Pif P-1V(T-s)Q2Uy1V(s)

P21

ds

Pnl

and
B

p-iy(T _ s)H(s)ds

where H(t) is defined in (31a).
Now we obtain the desired continuation.
Theorem 2. If Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are satisfied and if Assumption 6 or Assumptions 6a and 6b hold for all Jii € {^oA) then for each fi £ [0,1], (2) has a
solution x(s,n) of period T(/i), and x(s,fi) is continuous in ji.
Proof. We will prove that for each /i € [0,1], (4) has a solution x(t,/j,) of period T.
The proof of the theorem then follows at once from the derivation of (4).
Let E be a subset of [0,1] with the following properties:
(i) if fi e E, then (4) has a solution x(t, fi) of period T and x(t, /x) is continuous in /i]
(ii) E is connected;
(hi) 0 G E; and
(iv) the set E is maximal with respect to properties (i), (ii), and (hi).
Since Assumptions 1, 2, 3, 4 hold, then by Theorem 1, there exists such a set E. We
prove Theorem 2 by showing that E — [0,1]. By Assumption 5 and Lemma 2, the set
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E is a closed interval [0,a]. If a = 1, we have the desired result. If a < 1, then since
Assumptions 6 or 6a and 6b hold at ^i = a, it follows by Lemmas 3 and 4 that a is
not the least upper bound of D. Thus we have a contradiction.
□
4. Discussion of assumptions and result
It should be pointed out first that Theorem 2 does not entirely answer the problem
posed for Equation (2) at the beginning of Section 2. The reason is that we have
not shown that the periodic solutions a;(s,/x) obtained in Theorem 2 are in any sense
close to the periodic solution ;ro(s) of (1). The proof of Theorem 1 shows that if /x is
sufficiently small then x{s,ii) is close to :EO(S). (More precisely, the periodic solution
x(t,ii) of (4) is uniformly close to £o(£).) However, there is no reason to conclude from
our analysis, or in general, that all the solutions #(£,//), where ji € [0,1], are in any
sense close together. As we will see in Section 5, such closeness of solutions does hold
if (1) is a singularly perturbed system.
Assumptions 1 through 6 vary considerably in strength and seriousness. Assumption 1 is a typical assumption of nondegeneracy. Without Assumption 1, we would
have several bifurcation equations instead of just one. Thus, the analysis would be
more complicated. It also should be noted that in applications, it is natural to require that the solution xo(s) 0f the unperturbed (1) be phase asymptotically stable,
i.e., to require the following stronger version of Assumption 1: U(T) has eigenvalue
1 with algebraic multiplicity 1 and all the remaining eigenvalues have absolute value
less than 1. The significance of Assumptions 2 and 3 already has been discussed. The
significance of Assumption 4 is discussed in the Remarks following Theorem 1.
Assumption 5 is an a priori bound on periodic solutions. The question of a priori
bounds arises widely and naturally in nonlinear in-the-large problems. In particular,
it arises in continuation procedures and consequently is not unexpected here.
Assumption 6 presents, in general, serious complications, because it requires that
a fairly complicated condition on possible periodic solutions be satisfied. It is actually a complicated a priori condition on periodic solutions. Similar remarks hold
for Assumptions 6a and 6b. However, in the singularly perturbed equations we will
consider in Section 5, all the periodic solutons are close together. So the investigation
of Assumptions 6, 6a, 6b is considerably less daunting.
5. An example
We consider a singularly perturbed system which is a special case of (1). The system
to be studied is the Lienard equation

t--

<«)

where e is a small positive parameter. We assume that f(x) is defined and has a
continuous second derivative for all x, and that
V = f(x)
describes a smooth s-shaped curve as sketched in Figure 1. More precisely, we assume
that there exist positive numbers a, j3 such that

1) iix< -a, f'(x) >0;
2) f'(-a) = 0, f(-a) > 0;
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y

FIGURE

1

3) if -a < x < 0, fix) < 0;
4) if -a < x < 0, f"(x) < 0;
5)/"(0) = 0;/(0) = 0;
6) if 0 < x < /?, f"(x) > 0;
7) /'(/?) = 0; /(/?) < 0; and
8) if x > 0, fix) > 0.
(The hypotheses on / are chosen for clarity and simplicity. They could be weakened
but at the cost of additional uninteresting detail.)
The dashed closed curve ABCD in Figure 1 is called a closed discontinuous solution
of (41).
We study (41) and the perturbed equation
dX

ds

= -£[y-nx)}+G(s,n),

(42)
ds
where JJL € [0,1], G(s,/x) is differentiable, G(s,0) = 0 and G(s,^) has, as a function
of s, the period T(fi), a differentiable function of /i. We use the following results
concerning Equations (41) and (42).
Theorem 3. If So > 0 is sufficiently small, then there exists an annulus 2l(£o),
bounded by two simple closed curves, which contains the discontinuous solution ABCD
and which has the following five properties:
1) // the orbit of a solution of (42), with 0 < e < 6$ and // 6 [0,1], intersects the
boundary of^i(€o), the orbit crosses the boundary o/2l(eo) and enters 2l(£o) (see Figure
2). Thus no orbit "escapes" 2l(£o)2) There exists a sequence

{SQ

} such that
(n)

lim £(0

n—KX)

and

Pi 2t(4n)) = ABCD.
I

'71.
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3) Let e > 0 be sufficiently small and fixed. Suppose the boundary of %l(e) consists of
the two simple closed curves Bi and B0 where Bi is contained in the interior of B0.
Let IntBj, Ext By denote the interior and exterior, respectively, of Bj for j = o, i.
Then every solution outside B0 approaches and enters %l(e). More precisely, if (#0,2/0)
is a point in Exti?0 and if the solution (x(t),y(t)) is such that
(x(to),y{ti)) = (#o,2/o),
then there exists ti > to such that
(*(*i),2/(to))ea(e).
4) Given m > 0, then there exists eo > 0 and a neighborhood Nm of (0,0) such that:
a) the measure of Nm is less than m and Nm C Int(i3;),
b) if an orbit of (42) with e < 6$ passes through a point in
IntBi-Nm,
then the orbit approaches and enters 2l(e:o). (As is shown in the proof, there is a
periodic solution whose orbit is contained in Nm, but we will not be concerned with
this periodic solution.)
5) Every orbit which passes through a point in

(Ext£oUlnt£;)-iVm
approaches and enters 21(6:). That is, most orbits enter 21(6:).
A proof of Theorem 3 is given in the Appendix.
The prototype of Theorem 3 was obtained by Flanders and Stoker [33] for the
special case in which /x = 0 and (41) is the van der Pol equation. (See also LaSalle [18]
and Stoker [33]. These results [13], [18], [33] are all for autonomous systems. That is,
there is no periodic perturbation term.)
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The nonautonomous case has been studied by Aboufadel [1]. Theorem 3 is a special
case of Chapter 1 of [1]. Aboufadel considers systems in which the second equation is

ljL=g(x) + e2(t)
where appropriate assumptions are imposed on g(x) and e2(t) is periodic. Aboufadel's
construction is based on an analytic description. The proof of Theorem 3 given in the
Appendix, which can be adapted to deal with the more general case, is more geometric
but less elegant than Aboufadel's proof.
For the case /JL = 0, if SQ is sufficiently small, it follows by construction of a Poincare
map (see, e.g., Stoker [33, Appendices III and IV]) that if 0 < e < eo, (41) has a periodic solution whose orbit is contained in 2l(eo) and is close to the closed discontinuous
solution. Let us denote that periodic solution by (x£(s),y£(s)) and denote the period

oi(x£(s\ys(s))byT.
We consider the following problem: given a function G(s) where G(s) has period
Xi 7^ T, to show that if 0 < e < £o, then the equation

£-i|>-/M]+<«.).

f, - -

(«>

has a solution of period Xi which is in some sense close to the periodic solution
(x£(s),y£(s)). To solve this problem, we introduce the parameter /J, G [0,1], define
T(Ai) = r + /t3(r1-r)>
and consider the equation
dx
ds
e
dy
= -x.
(44)
ds
(If /i = 0, (44) is (41) and if /x = 1, (44) is (43).) We make the transformation of
variables
J

T(M) -

Then (44) becomes
dx _ T(/x)
d* ~ T

{^-/(aOl+^G^)},

t-WV-

We apply the theory of Sections 2 and 3 to Eq. (45). That is, we determine conditions
under which Assumptions 1 through 6 (or 6a, 6b) are satisfied and thus show that
(45) has a solution of period T(/i) for all // G [0,1].
First we note that if periodic solutions are obtained by applying Theorem 2, then
their orbits are all in ^(e). More precisely, we have the
Observation. Suppose that
{(^,//),^,M))//xG[0,l]}
is a set of solutions that can be obtained by applying Theorem 2. Then the orbit of
each solution (x{t,ii),y(t,Li)) is contained in the interior of 21(6:).
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Proof. By Part 1) of Theorem 3, no orbit of a periodic solution of (42) can intersect
the boundary of 21(e). Let
- _ i u /initial value (a;(0,/z),y(0,/x)) is containedl
M - lllb/i |in the interior of 21(e) for /x € [0, p]
J *
If £L < 1, then (#((), /i), 2/(0, /i)) is a point on the boundary of 21(6:), a contradiction.

□

Assumption 5 follows from this observation.
From the definition of T(/i) above, it follows at once that Assumption 2 is satisfied
with /i(/z) = Ti - T. Assumption 3 is satisfied with

g(t,v) =

am
o

All the remaining assumptions, i.e., Assumptions 1, 4, 6 or 6a, and 6b, depend on
showing that particular integrals are different from zero.
To check Assumption 1, we note that the expression Fx[xo(t)] introduced in Section
2 (just before (7)) becomes, in the case of (45), the matrix
M(t) =

-i/'M*)] J
-i

where x6(t) has period T. By a standard result (see Cesari [7] or Cronin [11]), the
product of the characteristic multipliers is
AiA2 = exp| I [trM{t)]dt\
exp

{f -If'Mt)]

dt\.

Since f'[xe(t)] is real, then A1A2 is positive. Since (^a;e(i), ^ ys(t)) is a periodic
solution of
",1 = M(t)

(46)

then one of the characteristic multipliers, say Ai, is equal to 1. If

[ f'[x£(t)}dt^0,

Jo
to
ndeed, if
then Assumption 1 is satisfied. Indeed,

/ f'[xe(t)]dt>0
./o

[<0],

it follows that
lim A2 = 0

f = ool.

(Thus, it follows that if
rp

[ f'[x£(t)}dt>0
[<0],
Jo
then the solution (x£(t),y£(t)) is phase asymptotically stable [unstable].)

(47)
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Similarly, if Assumption 6 is not satisfied, then in order to show that Assumption
6a is satisfied, it is sufficient to show that if one characteristic multiplier of

is equal to 1, the other characteristic multiplier is different from 1. If one characteristic
multiplier is equal to 1, the other characteristic multiplier is equal to
rT

exp{^ j-I^/'kft/ix)]}*}
(where a:i(t,//i) denotes now the first component of the periodic solution x(t^Hi)).
Hence, the other characteristic multiplier is different from 1 if and only if
{/'[a:i(t,/ii)]}dt#0

/

(48)

i.e., if and only if the mean value of //[xi(t, ^i)] is nonzero.
Since (x£(t),y£(t)) and x{t,iii) are in the annulus 21(e), then by Part 2) of Theorem 3, the orbits of (xe(i),y£(t)) and x(t,fj,i) are very close to the discontinuous
solution ABCD. Then the verification of conditions (47) and (48) may be simple. For
example, if
x3
f(x) = y - x
(i.e., (41) is the van der Pol equation), then (48) becomes
/

{l-M^xJHdMO

(49)

where xi(t,/j,i) denotes the first component of x(t,iii). Then elementary arguments
show that if 21(e) is close enough to the discontinuous solution (more precisely, if the
£n, 5n, and TTIQ , described in the proof of Part 2) of Theorem 3 are sufficiently small),
then the integral in (49) is bounded away from zero uniformly in /xi G [0,1].
For verification of Assumption 4, we require first that
A = P1[ P-1U{T-s)n2[s,Py{s,yQ^)}ds^{).

(50)

For our example, the matrix U(t) is the fundamental matrix of (46) such that U(Q) — 7,
the identity matrix. If we write
14(8)

"tfii(s)
y2l(s)

^12 (s)"
V22(s) '

use (20), and the fact that
p-LU(T) =

1

0

0

A2

then (50) becomes, for our example

I
Jo

1
0

0
p-1[U(s)]-1V{s)ds^0
A2

or
A = P1

fT\U{s)P]-1 V(s)ds / 0

Jo
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where
2
V(s) = {%[xe(s)]} {[puvu(s) +p2i^i2(s)] }

0

We require also that the number

B = Px f P^UiT - s)g(s, 0)ds

Jo
be nonzero and have sign opposite to that of A. For our example, we have
B = p1 f p-lU{T - s)
Jo

0

or
0
A2

1

P-'MST

G&s)
ds
0

= P1jT P-^U{S)]-1 Gfts) ds.
0

JO

For the verification of Assumption 6b, we note that since the orbit of x{t, fix) is in
21(e), then x(t,/jii) is very close to the discontinuous solution. Hence, verification of
Assumption 6b in particular cases requires arguments similar to those used to verify
Assumption 4.
6. Stability of solutions in example
Conventional arguments can be used to study the local stability properties of the
periodic solutions obtained in Section 5. If
ff[x£(t)}dt > 0,

Jo
then for |/x| sufficiently small, (45) has one asymptotically stable periodic solution
and one unstable periodic solution. Similar arguments can be used for all fj, G [0,1].
But, because of the very definition of stability, all the results obtained may be of
questionable practical value (see [11, pp. 192-193]).
Far more important for applications is the approximate global asymptotic stability
displayed by the solutions in Section 5. Conditions 3), 4), and 5) of Theorem 3 show
that periodic solutions have such approximate global asymptotic stability: since the
measure of the neighborhood Arm can be made as small as desired by choosing e
sufficiently small, then we may say that if e is sufficiently small, most solutions enter
the annulus %l(e). Moreover, by Part 2) of Theorem 3, if e is small, then 21(e) "closes
down" on the discontinuous solution ABCD.
Appendix
Proof of Theorem 3.
1) Construction of the annulus
For the construction we consider the curves (see Figure 3)
1/= /(*) + «,
y = /(a),
y = f{x) - 8
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where 8 > 0. Let P1P2 be the horizontal segment between the curves
y = f(x) + S)
y = f(x) - 8,
as indicated in Figure 3. Let the y-coordinate of each point in Pi P2 be f(—a) 4- d
where d > 0. Let

P3 = (0,m+8)
and

P4 = (0J(p) + 6).

y=/(x)

FIGURE

3

First, we choose 6 > 0 small enough so that the point P4 is below the intersection
of the curve
V = f(x) -

s

with the y-axis. More precisely, since
P4 = (0,/C8) + «)

(/C)
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and the intersection of the curve (/C) with the y-axis is (0,-5), we choose 8 small
enough so that

or
25 < -/(/?),
The orbits cross P1P2 as indicated in Figure 3 because ^ = —x. If e is sufficiently
small, then
c

- >max|G(s,M)|
£

(s,/i)

and the orbits cross the curve P1P3 as sketched in Figure 3. Also the orbits cross the
segment P3P4 as sketched because -^ = — x.
Now we choose the point P5 so that
i) P5 is on the curve /C;
ii) the x-coordinate of P5 is less than —a; and
iii) the y-coordinate of P5 is a negative number —7 such that

-7 >/(£) +5
where /(/3) + 8 is the y-coordinate of P4.
Let (x, y) be a point on the line segment P4 P5. If an orbit passes through (x, y), then
the slope of the tangent at (x, y) of the orbit is
Zl

=

Z££

(1)

where so is a fixed value. Since the line segment P4 P5 is below or on the curve /C,
i.e., the curve
V = f(x) - $
or
y - f(x) = -8,
then

y - m < -8.
Let
M = max|G(s,/x)|.
Choose e > 0 small enough so that

Then for all (5, /x) and for all (x, y) G P4P5

\y-f{x) + eG{8,ii)\>6-.
Since P4P5 is a bounded set, then there exists R > 0 such that if (x,?/) G P4P5, then
|x| < P.
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Then it follows from (1) that the absolute value of the slope of the tangent at (x,y) G
P4P5 of an orbit which passes through (x, y) is less than
eR _ 2eR

6/2 ~ 8 '
Let mo be the absolute value of the slope of the line determined by P4P5. If e is
sufficiently small, then
2eR
— <mo.
Hence, the orbits cross P4P5 as sketched in Figure 3.
Now we choose Pe = (XQ, 2/0) on the curve /C so that

XQ

=

PQ

> (3 and so that

w></GS)-f.
If e is sufficiently small, the orbits cross the curve P2P6 as indicated in Figure 3. The
reason for this is that the slope of the tangent to the point Q on P2P6 has a positive
lower bound, say 6; and if an orbit intersects P2P6 at a point Q and if e is sufficiently
small, the absolute value of the slope of the tangent to the orbit at Q is less than b.
Let P7 = (#1,2/1) be such that
Xi =

XQ

= Po

and

m < m - 6.
Then by similar arguments, the orbits cross
Now suppose P = (#2,2/2) 1S suck th**

PQP7

as indicated in Figure 3.

2/2 < 2/1 < /(/?) - 6
and
X2e[O10o].
We consider the slope of the tangent at P of an orbit which passes through P. The
absolute value of that slope is
dy/dt
dx/dt

where

SQ

-X2

<

£

I»

1/4/2 -/(X2)] + G(S0,M) -|ito-/(*2) + eG(*o,/*)l
is a fixed value. Next we have

(2)

K)

Ikfe - f{x2)] + eG{s0,ii)\ > life - /(*2)| - kG(*o,/*)|
>||/2-/(s2)|-eM

> I2/2 - /Ml - f •
Since #2 € [0, A)] and
2/2 < /(/?) - 5 < 0,
it follows that
2/2 - /(Z2) < -<5,
and hence

Itf2-/(Z2)|>&

(3)
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Thus, from (3), we obtain
\[V2-f(x2)]+eG(8o,i*)\>l
and (2) yields
dy/dt
dx/dt " 6/2

{

S '

'

Thus, we have shown that given mo > 0, then if e is sufficiently small,
dy/dt
dx/dt

mo
2 '

Let P$ be chosen so that P8 is on the ^/-axis and P7P8 is contained in a line with slope
mo- Then the orbits cross PjPs as sketched in Figure 3. The orbits similarly will cross
P7P9 where P7P9 is an extensionof PjPg as shown in Figure 3.
Finally, let P9P10 where P10 is a point on curve /C, be a horizontal line segment.
Since
dy _ _
dt " *'
then the orbits cross P9P10 as indicated in Figure 3.
To complete the construction of the annulus, we proceed by symmetrical arguments
to obtain the annulus sketched in Figure 4.
In Figure 4, the simple closed curve B0 is
P^PePrPoPK^-fe^V-Fg^i'
and the simple closed curve Bi is

Proof of 2): Let {6n} be a monotonic decreasing sequence such that 6n > 0 and
linin^oo 8n — 0. Let {TTIQ } be a monotonic decreasing sequence such that TOQ > 0
and limn_>00 TOQ = 0. Let en be the e in the construction of the annulus if 6 = 6n
and mo = mg , Pe = (#0,2/0) is chosen so that
0<xo-/3< -,
n
the distance between

PQ

and P7 is

d[pe,p7} = 6f,
and if Pi = /(—a) + d where 0 < d < ^. A similar condition is imposed on

V

PQ

and

From the construction described in the proof of 1), it follows that
fl Vl(en) = ABCD.

dx
Proof of 3): If e is sufficiently small, then ^
dt is positive and bounded away from zero
on the set

U = {(x,y)/y-f(x)>6}.
Hence, if (#0,2/0) € U, there is a number ?o > ^0 such that (x(to),y(to)) is on the curve
y - f(x) = 6,
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y

FIGURE

4

and if t > to, then
(x(t),y(t)) e {(x^/y - f(x) < 6}.
Suppose x(to) > 0. Then for t > to, we have ^(t) negative and bounded away from
zero. Hence either
(x(fo),y(*)))e 21(e)
or there exists ti < to such that for t > ii

Similar arguments hold for other cases.
Proof of 4): The neighborhood Nm is the rhomboid-like figure in Figure 5. The
measure of Nm can be made as small as desired by choosing 6 small enough. If e > 0
is sufficiently small and the height of A^m is sufficiently small, the orbits which intersect
the boundary of Nm cross the boundary going outward (as sketched).
(By the standard application of the Brouwer Fixed Point Theorem, it follows that
there is a periodic orbit in Nm.)
To complete the proof, we need only show that if an orbit passes through a point
(xo,yo)

G Int

(^) -

N

m,
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S \ s2 \
/

,

(Vo)

\

V

Q

'

^

^x /

FIGURE

6

then the orbit enters 21 {E§). Let
Qx = [Int^)] H {{x,y)lV > f(x) + 8}
(see Figure 6) and suppose (£OJ2/O) £ Qi- If ^ is sufficiently small, then since \dy/dt\
is bounded in Int(Bi), the orbit will intersect Bi (as sketched) before it can intersect
the curve y = f(x) + 8. Similarly, if
Q2 = [IntiBi)} H {(x,y)/y < f(x) = 6}
and (xoit/o) ^ Q2? then if 6 is sufficiently small, the orbit will intersect Bi before it
can intersect the curve y — f(x) — 6. Let
Si = [IntOB;)] n {{x, y)/x > 0, f(x) -6<y< f{x) + 6}.
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If (£0,2/0) ^ ^1 ancl the orbit later enters Qi or Q2? the statements above apply. If
the orbit remains in Si, then since the ^-coordinates of points in Si are positive and
bounded away from zero, then the orbit intersects Bi as sketched in Figure 6. A
similar argument can be used if
(so, Vo) eS2 = [IntiBi)} fl {(*, y)/x < 0, f(x) -6<y< f{x) + 6}.
Proof of 5): Now 5) follows at once from 3) and 4).

□
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